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Background: Laboratory testing of HER2/neu in breast carcinoma has become vital to patient care following the approval of trastuzumab as the first therapy to target the HER2/neu oncoprotein. Initial clinical trials used immunohistochemistry (IHC) to test for HER2/neu overexpression in order to select patients for therapy. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), which tests for gene amplification, is more specific and sensitive than IHC when either assay is compared with HER2/neu overexpression as determined by Northern or Western blot analysis. Many weak overexpressors on IHC testing are not gene amplified on FISH analysis. Such weak overexpressors may be considered false-positives and raise the question of how best to test for HER2/neu.

Methods: The literature was surveyed regarding testing for HER2/neu overexpression in breast carcinomas and alternative testing strategies.

Results: False-positive results are a significant problem when IHC is exclusively used to test for HER2/neu overexpression. The false-positives are overwhelmingly confined to the group of 2+ positives and do not respond to targeted therapy. In contrast, concordance between IHC and FISH is high when immunostaining is interpreted as either negative or strongly positive (3+). Whereas some recent studies have suggested that FISH may better predict response to anti-HER2/neu therapy than IHC, others have indicated that IHC is as effective a predictor as FISH. IHC is less technically demanding and costly than FISH.

Conclusions: IHC analysis of HER2/neu in breast carcinoma is a useful predictor of response to therapy with trastuzumab when strongly positive. Negative immunostaining is highly concordant with a lack of gene amplification by FISH. Most weakly positive overexpressors are false-positives on testing with FISH. Thus, screening of breast carcinomas with IHC and confirmation of weakly positive IHC results by FISH is an effective evolving strategy for testing HER2/neu as a predictor of response to targeted therapy.
Introduction

Since amplification of the HER2/neu (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, also referred to as c-erbB-2) gene in invasive breast carcinomas was initially associated with a poor prognosis,1 interest in the biology of the protein was directed to its potential as a target for therapy. Trastuzumab (Herceptin), a humanized monoclonal anti-HER2 antibody2,3 is the first therapy approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) that is directed against the HER2/neu oncoprotein. Its efficacy in treating patients with metastatic breast carcinoma is predicted by either HER2/neu protein overexpression or gene amplification.4 This article reviews how the strategic testing for HER2/neu is evolving together with targeted therapeutic options.

Expression and Overexpression of HER2/neu

The HER2/neu oncogene encodes a transmembrane protein with tyrosine kinase activity. The 185-kd protein is expressed in nonneoplastic breast epithelial cells and other normal cells. When the protein is overexpressed in carcinoma cells, the tyrosine kinase is constitutively activated, leading to increased mitogenic signal transduction.5 Between 20%-30% of breast carcinomas overexpress HER2/neu. The protein is overexpressed as a result of HER2/neu gene amplification, ie, the normal complement of one gene per each chromosome 17 is increased.

Testing for HER2/neu

Because anti-HER2/neu therapy benefits only patients with invasive breast carcinomas overexpressing HER2/neu, testing is used to identify those patients most likely to respond to anti-HER2/neu therapies. The potential side effects of Herceptin6 and the cost of therapy increase the importance of identifying HER2/neu overexpression. Given the latter considerations and the fact that the majority of patients with carcinoma overexpressing HER2/neu do not benefit from trastuzumab, testing may also be conceptualized as a mode of selecting patients who lack HER2/neu overexpression and thus should not be treated with Herceptin.

HER2/neu status in breast carcinomas can be determined by testing for (1) gene amplification by Southern blot, polymerase chain reaction, or fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), (2) mRNA using Northern blot, or (3) protein overexpression via enzyme linked immunosorbent assay, Western blot on cytosols, or immunohistochemistry (IHC).

The membrane localization of the protein forms the basis of IHC, the most commonly used method of testing for HER2/neu overexpression. The first IHC assay to be approved by the FDA as a response indication for Herceptin therapy, the HercepTest (Dako Corp, Carpinteria, Calif), uses a polyclonal antibody.7 The antibody approval was based on good concordance of its ability to detect HER2/neu overexpression with the monoclonal clinical trials assay antibodies used for determining eligibility in the initial trastuzumab clinical trials. Subsequently Pathway (Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, Ariz), a monoclonal preparation (CB11), has also been approved by the FDA for the same response indication.

FISH, the other test currently utilized in clinical practice to select patients for Herceptin use, and IHC have distinct advantages and disadvantages. IHC is performed in more clinical laboratories, and it is less expensive and less labor intensive than FISH. FISH requires fluorescence microscopes rather than the light microscope used for routine microscopic evaluation by pathologists (chromogenic reagents under study may obviate this issue regarding in situ hybridization). Both methods test routinely processed surgical specimens (formalin fixed, paraffin-embedded tissue) and allow for analysis within individual cells. Because FISH tests for the gene rather than the HER2/neu protein tested for by IHC, FISH does not have the potential problem of antigen loss associated with formalin fixation. Reliable IHC, based on quality assurance and concordance studies with standard positive and negative results that correlate with either clinical outcome or with another IHC assay with documented correlation with outcome data, are required for this quantitative assay. IHC testing for HER2/neu should not be done when assay requirements, such as fixative type, are not met. Parenthetically, negative IHC results on archival material should be interpreted with caution because the negative result may be associated with prolonged fixation or storage considerations.

False-Positive Results Using IHC

Jacobs et al8 drew attention to the presence of false-positive HercepTest results by retesting breast carcinomas, which were interpreted as negative by FISH and by other IHC methods using the same antibody. This finding highlights and suggests several important concepts relating to IHC testing for HER2/neu expression. First, such testing is intended as a quantitative test. Second, the test result will vary according to the method utilized, including the primary antibody used, antigen detection and retrieval techniques, the scoring system, the expertise of the pathologist analyzing the test, and the use of
other technologies (eg, image analysis). For example, Jacobs and associates\(^8\) reduced the number of false-positive results using the HercepTest kit by modifying the scoring system to take into account the level of staining of nonneoplastic epithelium.

Several reports have now verified that false-positive results are an issue in testing for HER2/status by IHC.\(^4,9-14\) The “gold standard” used to identify these false-positive results has been testing for HER2/neu gene amplification by FISH. This is due to the greater specificity and sensitivity of FISH when either test is compared with HER2/neu overexpression as determined by Northern and Western blot analyses.\(^15,16\) However, errors may also occur with FISH analysis (approximately 5%). The percentage of IHC false-positive results varies by different IHC antibodies and methods. Representative studies that compare overexpression by IHC testing and gene amplification by FISH in the assessment of HER2/neu status in breast carcinomas are presented in the above Table.

Studies have shown that the problem of false-positive results involves IHC techniques most significantly when the result is 2+.\(^4,9-14\) As few as 17% of 2+ HercepTest carcinomas demonstrate gene amplification by FISH.\(^13\) The overwhelming majority of 3+ positives are amplified. However, in a study by Mass et al,\(^4\) 11% of 3+ positive tumors did not demonstrate gene amplification by FISH, indicating that false-positive results are a potential problem in this group as well. False-negative results, ie, IHC-negative/FISH-positive carcinomas, are rare in the 0-1+ group.

### HER2/neu Status as a Predictor of Response to Targeted Therapy

In any given case, the key determinant of the utility of a test for HER2/neu is whether it is predictive of a patient’s response to targeted therapy, which presently consists of trastuzumab. Review of the results using the clinical trials assay (CTA), an immunostaining procedure that employs monoclonal antibodies directed against HER2/neu, suggests that most patients with a beneficial clinical response to Herceptin had tumors with the highest levels of HER2/neu overexpression: 3+ in a 0-3+ scoring system.\(^4\) Unless 2+ positive overexpression of HER2/neu was confirmed by FISH assay for gene amplification, the probability of a therapeutic response was 0% in second- and third-line monotherapy. Some recent studies also suggest that FISH may be a better predictor than IHC of response to Herceptin.\(^17,18\) Such results have contributed to proposals that FISH should serve as the front-line test for selecting patients for Herceptin therapy. In contrast, Seidman et al\(^19\) found that IHC was as effective as FISH as a predictor of response to Herceptin. The predictive value of IHC and FISH may prove to vary according to how anti-HER2/new therapy is used in monotherapy and in combination with nontargeted chemotherapeutic agents.

### An Evolving Strategy for Determining HER2/neu Status

A consensus is evolving that a useful strategy for determining whether anti-HER2/neu therapy should be offered to a patient in appropriate clinical circumstances include both IHC and FISH analysis. Such a strategy will require modification according to which laboratory testing methods best predict response to available and future anti-HER2/new-directed therapies. Specifically, IHC should presently be used as a screen for overexpression of the oncprotein based on the following factors: (1) IHC is less expensive, more routine in clinical laboratories, and less labor intensive than FISH, (2) IHC has a high concordance with FISH when the result is negative (0 or 1+) or strongly positive (3+), and (3) studies have, as yet, not shown that nonoverexpressors — 0 or 1+ by IHC but FISH-positive — benefit from targeted therapy. If the IHC result is weakly positive or indeterminate (2+), testing the carcinoma by FISH for gene amplification is recommended to help in selecting patients for the anti-HER2/new therapy trastuzumab.
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**Concordance Between Different IHC Antibody Reagents and FISH Testing for HER2/neu Status in Breast Carcinoma**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IHC Reagent</th>
<th>CTA(^4)</th>
<th>HercepTest(^9)</th>
<th>CB1(^11)</th>
<th>HercepTest(^11)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0-1+</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2+</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>36%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3+</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


